We present algorithms for the k-Matroid Intersection Problem and for the Matroid k-Pafity Problem when the matroids are represented over the field of rational numbers and k > 2. The computational complexity of the algorithms is linear in the cardinality and singly exponential in the rank of the matroids. As an application, we describe new polynomially solvable cases of the k-Dimensional Assignment Problem and of the k-Dimensional Matching Problem. The algorithms use some new identities in mulülinear algebra including the generalized Binet-Cauchy formula and its analogue for the Pfaffian. These techniques extend known methods developed earlier for k=2.
Introduction
In this paper, we present new algorithms for the k-Matroid Intersection Problem and for the Matroid k-Parity Problem when k > 2 and the given matroids are represented over the field of rational numbers. These problems are known to be NP-hard, and so far no algorithms with better worst-case complexity than that of exhaustive search are known for them. On the other hand, many problems of combinatorial optimization can be posed as special cases of these problems on matroids and therefore it would be useful to find somewhat faster algorithms (see, for example, [9] ). Such a question was asked, for example, in [16] . In [9] it was conjectured that the methods of partial enumeration might be the best ones. The complexity of our algorithms is linear in the cardinality of the matroids and singly exponential in their rank (for a fixed k). Thus if the cardinality grows faster than a linear function of the rank (this is the case for most combinatorial applications), then out algorithms are asymptotically faster than exhaustive search. Moreover, it follows that if the rank grows no faster than the logarithm of the cardinality, then our algorithms have polynomial-time complexity. This result is also new. Finally, if we fix both k, the number of matroids, and r, the rank of matroids, the algorithms summarized in Section 4 solve the problem in time that grows linearly with the cardinality of the ground set.
Although there are matroids that cannot be represented over the field of rationals, many combinatorially and algorithmically interesting matroids do have this property. Thus our algorithms lead to new results for some old algorithmic problems in combinatorics. In particular, we describe new polynomially solvable cases of the k-Dimensional Assignment Problem and of the k-Dimensional Matching Problem for k > 2 (see, for example, [7, 9] ). We prove that for any fixed k one can determine in polynomial time whether there exist O(logn) pairwise disjoint edges in a given uniform k-hypergraph on n vertices. We describe combinatorial applications in Section 5.
Our approach is based on multilinear algebra. This approach proved to be fruitful in the case of k = 2. The Binet-Cauchy formula for the determinant of the product of two matrices had been used for the Matroid Intersection Problem and a formula for the Pfaffian of a special matrix had been used for the Matroid Matching Problem (see, for example, [3, 10, 12, 14] ). In Section 2 we briefly sketch these connections. In this paper we develop this algebraic approach further for k > 2, finding underlying identities from multilinear algebra. To obtain these generalizations, we invoke some classical notions due to Cayley [4, 5] including tensors and hyperdeterminants, and introduce the hyperpfaffian of a tensor. These new identities appear to be interesting in their own right. This technique is presented in Section 3. Finally, we reduce our problems to the computation of the hyperdeterminant or the hyperpfaffian of a tensor and then use dynamic programming (Section 4).
Let us formulate the problems that we will address. We consider linear matroids represented over the rationals (see [ 16] for the definition of a general matroid). Such a matroid is represented by an integral rectangular r × n matrix A = (A(i,j): 1 «, i ~< r, 1 ~< j ~< n). (We write indices in parentheses rather than using subscripts.) We assume that r ~< n and that rank A = r. The numbers n and rare referred to as the cardinality and the rank respectively of the matroid represented by A. For a subset I C { 1 ..... n} of cardinality r we denote by AI the r x r submatrix of A consisting of the columns indexed by the elements of I. A subset I for which det AI ~ 0 is called a base of the matroid represented by A. The matroid represented by A is the set (1 ..... n} together with the family of all bases. Note that different matrices can represent the same matroid. Let us state the first problem that we consider. 
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In other words, we are interested in whether the matroids represented by A 1 ..... A k have a common base. In the Matroid k-Parity Problem we restrict ourselves to matroids whose rank and cardinality are divisible by k and look for a base of a special form. For k = 2, Problems 1.1 and 1.2 admit polynomial time algorithms (see [11] ). As we mentioned earlier, both of them are NP-hard for k > 2.
We present an algorithm for Problem 1.1 whose complexity is O(r2k(4 rk + n)) and an algorithm for Problem 1.2 whose complexity is O (r 2k+l (4r+ n)). The computational model is the RAM with the uniform cost criterion (see [ 1 ] ). We take care that the bit size of numbers encountered in the course of our algorithms is bounded by a polynomial in the total bit size of the input data.
We pose (I.1) and (1.2) as decision problems. One can reduce the problem of finding a base I to a sequence of decision problems using the standard divide-andconquer approach. Let us consider the k-Matroid Intersection Problem (the Matroid k-Parity Problem can be treated in a similar way). Suppose we know that a base I in Problem 1.1 indeed exists. Let us check if n E I. Let Äi, i = 1 ..... k, be the r × n -1 submatrix of A i consisting of the first n -1 columns. We apply an algorithm for testing the decision problem (1.1) with these submatrices. If the answer is "no", then necessarily n C I and we try the next element, say, n -1. If the answer is "yes", then there exists a base I such that n ~ I and we try the next element n -1 with the submatrices Äi. This construction adds an extra factor n to the complexity bound for the corresponding decision problem.
Notation. We denote by [1 : r] the set of natural numbers {1,2 ..... r}. We denote by III the cardinality of a finite set I. We denote by Sr the symmetric group, i.e., the group of all permutations of the set [ 1 : r] . For a number i E [ 1 : r] and a permutation o" C Sr we denote by o-(i) the image of i under permutation tr. Thus o-(i) C [ 1 : r] . Let I = (il ..... ir) be a string of distinct natural numbers. A pair is, it such that s < t and is > it is called an inversion in I. We denote by inv(l) the number of inversions in I. If o-E Sr i S a permutation, then by inv ( o-) we denote inv (o-( 1 ), o-(2) ..... o-(r) ). Finally, let sgn tr = ( -1 )inv(o-). We write the indices of matrices and tensors in parentheses. Thus the determinant of an r x r square matrix A can be written as follows:
2. Preliminaries. The case k = 2
In this section we recall some known connections between our problems for k = 2 and identities involving determinants and Pfaffians (see [3, 10, 12, 14] ). Our main goal is to provide a certain intuition on interactions between multilinear algebra and problems on matroids which will be applicable for k > 2 as weil. However, this is neither a survey of [3, 10, 12, 14] and related papers, nor is it intended to be. As is known, the determinant of the r x r matrix C can be computed using O(r 3) arithmetic operations so that the bit size of all the numbers involved in the computation is bounded by a polynomial in the input size. If det C 5/0, then there exists a common base of the matroids represented by A 1 and A 2. However, if det C = 0, then we cannot immediately tell whether there is a common base since nonzero summands on the left-hand side of (2.1.1) might annihilate one another. To overcome this difficulty, several approaches can be used. First, in some lucky instances it might happen that all the summands in the left-hand side of (2.1.1) are nonnegative. Then the equality det C = 0 implies that no common base of the matroids represented by A 1 and A OE exists. This is the case, for example, if A 1 = A 2. Second, we can "perturb" the matrix A 1 multiplying its columns by randomly chosen nonzero integers tl ..... tn (this perturbed matrix represents the same matroid). Then for "almost any" choice of the parameters tl ..... tn the equality det C = 0 implies that no common base exists. This approach is used, for example, in [3, 14] , where some efficient probabilistic algorithms for solving Problem 1.1 and its weighted versions are described.
(2.
2) The Matroid Parity Problem and the Pfaffian. We can treat Problem 1.2 in a similar way. Instead of the determinant, we use another object, namely the Pfaffian. Let r be an even number, r = 2m. The Pfaffian of an r x r square matrix C is defined by the formula PfC ---
453 (see, for example, [13] ). The Pfaffian of an r x r integral matrix can be computed using O(r 3) arithmetic operations [6] (again, the bit size of all the involved numbers is bounded by a polynomial in the input size). Let us consider a possible application of the Pfaffian to Problem 1.2. For a given r x N rectangular matrix A, where r = 2m and N = 2n, let us compute an r x r matrix C as follows: Otherwise, we can perturb A, multiplying its columns by randomly chosen nonzero integers tl ..... tN so that the converse is true with high probability. Such an approach is used in [ 10] where an efficient probabilistic algorithm for Problem 1.2 is described.
In [3] a version of identity (2.2.1) is used to design a pseudopolynomial random algorithm for a weighted version of the problem.
For applications of determinants and Pfaffians to problems on graphs, see also [ 12] . In order to tackle Problems 1.l and 1.2 when k > 2, we generalize (2.2.1) and (2.2.2). Namely, we want expressions for where the last sum is taken over subsets I of the type required by Problem 1.2. The expressions that we obtain will require the evaluation of "hyperdeterminants" and "hyperpfaffians". These evaluations are much more time-consuming than those of determinants and Pfaffians, nonetheless we achieve computational savings over enumeration.
Tensors, their hyperdeterminants and hyperpfaffians
In this section we present some technique of multilinear algebra that we make use of in our algorithms. It turns out that, passing from k = 2 to k > 2, we should replace matrices by tensors, determinants by hyperdeterminants, and Pfaffians by hyperpfaffians. The notion of hyperdeterminant was introduced by Cayley [4, 5] , whereas the definition of hyperpfaffian is new. All the corresponding identities are quite simple and straightforward although formulas sometimes might seem cumbersome. We consider a tensor as a kdimensional array of real numbers. To generalize the determinant of a matrix, we introduce the hyperdeterminant of a tensor.
(3.2) Definition (Cayley [4, 5] ). Suppose that k is even. For a k-dimensional tensor
of order r, the expression
is called the hyperdeterminant of C. Since for any given set of k -1 permutations r2 ..... ~'k C Sr all the r! summands of (3.2.1) corresponding to the permutations {001 = 00,002 = T2 . 00 ..... 00k = 7"k . 00 : o-E Sr} are equal, we get yet another expression for the hyperdeterminant:
If k = 2, we get the usual determinant of a matrix. If k is odd, then the expression (3.2.1) is identically zero.
The following result provides the key tool for our consideration of the k-Matroid Intersection Problem. It can be considered as a natural generalization of the BinetCauchy formula. Although very simple, this result is new. 
. k. For a subset I C [ I : n] of cardinality r we denote by ASl the r × r submatrix of the matrix A s consisting of the columns of A s indexed by the elements of the set I. Let us define a k-dimensional tensor C of order r by the formula
n C(il, i2 ..... ik) = E A1 (il,j) • A2(i2,j) "" Ak(ik,j), j=l (3.3.1) for all 1 ~ il ..... ik <~ r. Then, E det A}. det A~... det A~ = DET C, 1
where the sum is taken over all subsets I C [ 1 : n] of cardinality r.
Proof, We substitute (3.3.1) into (3.2.l). Thus we have 
Therefore we get Proof. We substitute (3.5.1) into (3.4.1). We have 
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where the outer sum is taken over all sequences 1 ~< i2 ..... ik ~< r, whereas the inner sum is taken over the set of all permutations o-e ..... ort such that o-j maps 1 to ij for j=2 ..... 
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Now we observe that for any given subset I C [ 1 : r] of cardinality k the sum
~ (--1) inv( il"'"'ik) C ( i l ..... ik )
taken over all k! permutations of the set I = {il ..... ik} is equal to PFC(I ..... I). From (*) we deduce the desired formula. []
The algorithms
In this section we describe our algorithms for the k-Matroid Intersection Problem and for the Matroid k-Parity Problem. We begin with the algorithms that compute hyperdeterminants and hyperpfaffians. One can find that the condition r = O(logn) for polynomial solvability of Problems 1.1 and 1.2 is too strong. However, if we choose instead, say, r = O(n «) for some fixed e > 0, then the problems remain NP-hard since we can reduce the general problem to a problem with r = O(n «) by appending columns of zeros. Therefore we have little hope to solve Problem 1.1 or 1.2 in polynomial time unless n is exponentially bigger than r. A natural question in this context is to explore the case r = O (log « n) for some e > 1. In general, using the construction of truncation, we can test in polynomial time the existence of a common independent set (that is, a subset of a base) of a reasonably small size in matroids. In Section 5 we give some examples where the truncation can be computed efficiently.
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Combinatorial applications and examples
In this section we apply our algorithms to some special problems, namely, to the k-Dimensional Assignment Problem and to the k-Dimensional Matching Problem. Both of them are polynomially solvable if k = 2 (see [9, 12] ) and NP-hard if k > 2 (see [7] ). We also express the number of Hamiltonian paths in a directed graph as a certain hyperdeterminant. First we discuss some particular matroids. For a given t E N, U C [ 1 : t] k, and r E N, decide whether there exist r distinct points from U such that no two of them belong to the same section.
As is known, this problem can be solved as an instance of Problem 1.1. We present a particular construction here. We also note that if we fix both r and k, then the k-Dimensional Assignment Problem can be solved in o(IuI + t) time. For a given t E N, uniform k-hypergraph H = (V,E) on vertex set V = [ I : tl, and r ~ N, decide whether there exist r pairwise vertex-disjoint edges from E. If k = 2, then we have the ordinary matching problem in a graph which admits a polynomial time algorithm (see [ 12] ). As we mentioned, the corresponding problem is NP-complete for k > 2 [7] . As is known, this problem can be solved as an instance of Problem 1.2. We present a particular construction here. Again we note that if we fix both k and r, then the k-Dimensional Matching Problem can be solved in O([E]) time.
Since the k-Matroid Intersection Problem can be reduced to the computation of the hyperdeterminant of a 2k-dimensional tensor (see Section 4), one can easily derive that to decide if the hyperdeterminant of a k-dimensional tensor is zero is an NP-hard problem for k /> 6. We will show that this problem is NP-hard already for k = 4 in contrast to the case k = 2. where the sum is taken over all subsets I C [ 1 : n] of cardinality r. As we mentioned, the corresponding summand is equal to 0 unless I is the set of edges of a directed Hamiltonian path starting at 1 and arriving to r + 1. Moreover, since the matrix A c is totally unimodular, we conclude that (detA~) ~ = 1 for such / (see, for example, [8] for the incidence matrix of a graph). Furthermore, 
Remarks
The results of this paper can be generalized in at least two directions. First, we can consider matroids represented over a different field. In case of the field of complex numbers one can design algorithms similar to 4.3.1 and 4.4.1. In Algorithm 4.3.1 we should adjoin the complex conjugate of each matrix A i (but not just a copy as in the case of the reals). The matrix B in Algorithm 4.4.1 should be modified in a similar way using complex conjugation. In case of an arbitrary field one can use the "perturbation" described in Section 2 with nonzero elements tl ..... tn from the field or from its algebraic extension. This leads to probabilistic algorithms in the kMatroid Intersection Problem and the Matroid k-Parity Problem; the author does not know, however, whether it is possible to design deterministic algorithms with similar bounds of complexity in case of an arbitrary field. Our methods are not applicable to nonrealizable matroids, given by their oracles. We also note that for general matroids already the usual (k = 2) Matroid Parity Problem has exponential complexity [ 11 ] .
Second, one can consider weighted versions of Problems 1.1 and 1.2. Namely, we assign integral weights to the elements of [ 1 : n] and look for a base of a maximal or given weight. Here one can use either of the (essentially equivalent) approaches developed in [3, 14] , or sketched in the preliminary version of this paper [2] .
We do not develop these topics here since one can immediately transfer the methods used in [3, 10, 14] in the case k = 2 to the case k > 2 replacing identities from (2.1) and (2.2) by the identities derived in Lemmas 3.3 and 3.5 respectively.
